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Choose to be Great 

• “You are not born a winner, and you’re not 
born a loser. You’re born a chooser. Choose to 
be great. Losers look at what they are going 
through. Winners look at where they’re going 
to.” – William Green, Former NFL Player, Motivational 

Speaker, Pueblo Chieftain, March 2, 2017 



• Curiosity 

• Parents/family  

members use 

• Peer pressure 

• Advertising 
 

Why Do People Choose to Try Alcohol, 
Tobacco, or Drugs in the First Place? 



• Numbs pain – physical and emotional 

• A way to cope with the effects of trauma/abuse 

• Disinhibits – aids social interactions 

• Creates energy 

• Temporary sense of well being 

• Reward pathway – Drugs, alcohol  

and tobacco hijack the learning and  

memory part of the brain and the use 

becomes - No Longer a Choice 

 

Why do they Continue to Use? 



The Reward Pathway – All drugs of abuse release 
dopamine in this pathway, promoting learning 







100 billion neurons, each neuron has 10 
thousand connections 
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Natural Rewards Elevate Dopamine Levels 
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Effects of Drugs on Dopamine Levels 

THC/Marijuana 
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Addictive Drugs and Stress Increase 
Sensitivity of DA Cells in Mice (Saal et al. 

Neuron 2003;37:577-582) 



Hippocampus and Neurogenesis 
All drugs of abuse negatively effect the Hippocampus, 
decrease neurogenesis and impair the ability to learn 

new things  - this is true for alcohol, cocaine, 
methamphetamines, heroin, nicotine, THC  



Learning tests 



The effects of co-administration of opium and morphine with 
nicotine during pregnancy on spatial learning and memory of 

adult male offspring rats  
Sepehri G et al. Iran J Basic Med Sci 2014 

Figure 2: The effect of prenatal administration of opium, nicotine, 
opium+nicotine and morphine+nicotine on total average duration to find 
the hidden platform during the four days of training in the Morris water 
maze of male offspring. Data are expressed as mean± SEM. P-values <0.05 
was considered statistically significant (n=7).*=P<0.05, **=P<0.01 prenatal 
drug exposure group vs. Control group 



Mechanisms of 
Neurodegeneration and 
Regeneration in Alcoholism 
Crews FT and Nixon K. 
Alcohol Alcohol (2009) 44 (2): 
115-127 



Exercise improves learning 



Exposure can start the process – 
priming the brain 



Rats First Exposed to Nicotine in Adolescence Show Greater 

Sensitization to Cocaine Than Rats First Exposed as Adults  

Sources: Collins et al, 2004, Levin et al, 2003, NIDA Notes 

v19.2 

*Activity level after cocaine administration was measured by counting the number of times in 10 

minutes each rat crossed light beams projected in a grid across its cage. 



Adult rats exposed to Ritalin during adolescence self-
administered more cocaine 



Making the Choice to Use 
• Exposure as a child can 

prime the brain and is a risk 
factor– but this doesn’t 
have to result in addiction 

• Addiction occurs when the 
person makes the choice to 
use – engaging the 
prefrontal motor cortex  

• The person can be addicted 
from the first use and the 
behavior is then “hard 
wired” in the brain 



Normal Brain Development during Adolescence 
- Neurotransmitter Development 

• Lots of Dopamine and Glutamate  - 
stimulatory neurotransmitters – “stepping on 
the gas” – go,go,go – learn, explore, do 

• Decreased Serotonin and GABA – suppressive 
neurotransmitters – “stepping on the brake” 
located in the prefrontal motor cortex – the 
last part of the brain to fully develop 

Schepis et al. Neurobiological Processes in Adolescent Addictive  
Disorders. Am J Addictions. 2008;17:6-23 

 



Brain Development 



Behavioral Factors Relating to Substance 
Abuse in Adolescents 

• ↑ neurobiological based tendencies for risk-
taking with decreased suppressive and regulatory 
control  

• lots of Go, go, go  

• very little ability to put on the brakes 

• ↓ in parental monitoring 

• ↑ in peer affiliation 



Acetylcholine - ACH 
• Another important brain neurotransmitter – 

helps us focus and concentrate 
• ACH innervation of the PFC reaches mature levels 

during adolescence – receptors = nACHRs  
• Involved in promoting or preventing neuronal cell 

death – depending on developmental stage 
• Nicotine works on these receptors and can mess 

up the fine tuning of the brain during 
adolescence  
 



Nicotinic Cholinergic Neurons 



Endocannabinoid Receptors 

• Are all over the brain – receptors for anandamides  - 
“supreme joy” 

• CB1 receptors regulate the balance between excitatory 
and inhibitory neuronal activity  

• Exposure to cannabis during adolescence disrupts 
glutamate which plays an important role in synaptic 
pruning in PFC – disrupting normal brain development 

• Lubman et al. Cannabis and adolescent brain development. Pharmacology 
and Therapeutics 2015;148:1-16 

 





As long as alcohol/drug/tobacco is still being used: 

• The drug drives the use - the neural circuitry that 
has been “hard wired” is continually engaged and 
the same behavior occurs over and over 

• The person has difficulty with new learning and 
memory due to decreased hippocampal 
volume/function and disrupted sleep patterns 

• The person has difficulty making different 
(healthier) decisions as the prefrontal cortex is 
impaired 



Solutions – Because Recovery is Possible 

• Stop all addictive drugs 
• Give the brain a chance to heal – 90 days 

minimum for stem cell to grow and differentiate 
• Promote neurogenesis with voluntary exercise 
• Rewire new neurons with new memory and 

learning 
• Remember that putting the drug back in your 

body causes the old wiring to fire again 



• Disulfiram (Antabuse) – blocks metabolism of alcohol - producing 
increased sensitivity, also inhibits dopamine-beta-hydroxylase 
preventing breakdown of dopamine, reduces alcohol and cocaine 
consumption 

• Acamprosate (Campral) – reduces alcohol cravings and 
consumption by decreased glutamate release, decreased NMDA 
receptor excitability, decrease Ca influx, increased taurine 
(inhibitory neurotransmitter) 

• Naltrexone (Revia) –reduces alcohol cravings and consumption by 
blocking opiate receptors that modulate release of dopamine in 
the nucleus acumbens – blocks cue induced relapse but less 
effective with stress induced relapse 
 
 

Medications used in addiction, an aid – 
not a stand alone treatment 



• Naltrexone (Vivitrol) - long acting (30 days), IM injection, pure 
opiate antagonist, blocking the effect of opiates, used for alcohol 
cravings and to prevent opiate relapse 

• Buprenorphine (Suboxone) – sublingual, partial opiate 
agonist/antagonist with a ceiling effect, very useful to help with 
opiate withdrawal, can be used as maintenance but can be abused 

• Methadone – pure opiate agonist, long-acting oral medication, 
blocks withdrawal from opiates, has to be dispensed by a licensed 
program and requires daily visits for doses initially, can be used as 
maintenance but can be abused 

• Naloxone (Narcan) – injection or nasal spray, opiate antagonist 
used to reverse the effects of opiate overdose 

Medications used in addiction, an aid – 
not a stand alone treatment 



• Varenicline (Chantix) – reduces tobacco cravings and 
decreases pleasurable effects of tobacco – nicotinic 
receptor partial agonist –produces modest levels of 
dopamine and prevents binding of nicotine 

• Nicotine Replacement Therapy (NRT) – nicotine 
patches work best as there is no behavior associated 
with them and are therefore not “addicting”, nicotine 
gum, lozenge, inhaler tend to be very addicting and 
difficult to discontinue use 
 

Medications used in addiction, an aid – 
not a stand alone treatment 



Treatment Modalities to Help Re-Wire the Brain 

• Recovery Education 
• Relapse Prevention 
• Cognitive/Behavioral Therapy  

– Dialectic Behavioral Therapy (DBT) 
– Strategies for Self Improvement and Change (SSIC) 

• Trauma Work 
– EMDR 
– Brain Synchronization Therapy 

• Stress Management Techniques 
– Acudetox – 5 point auricular acupuncture (NADA) 
– Other meridian therapies – TAT, EFT, TFT 
– Mindful Meditation, Yoga, Tai Chi 
– Biofeedback – Cardiac Coherence 
 


